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Risk and resilience of railway infrastructure: An assessment on uncertainties of rail accidents to improve risk and resilience through long-term data analysis
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Abstract. Since the 20th century, the rail network’s growth has been significantly increased worldwide to support passenger demands. One key to success is the safe service from the rail network, which shows a lower number than other public transportations. Nevertheless, many rail authorities have significantly increased safety level and reduced risks for a passenger. The causes of railway accident happened from various factors; however, primary accidents relating to infrastructure failures caused excessive damage to train and people’s lives. All failures, which occurred in multi-parts of rail’s infrastructure (i.e., roadbed, track, rail bridge), could be the primary causes of train collision and derailment. The overall goal of this study is to analysing uncertainties of railway accidents and, evaluating risk and resilience of rail’s infrastructure after occurring an accident. The outcomes are expected to providing safety policies on the railway network. The research precisely conducts long-term global accident data sets, which related to infrastructure failures. The data sets are analysed by using Bayes’ and decision tree methods through Python programming. One practical advantage of the study illustrates that the outcomes can apply to the railway networks’ safety, reliability, and maintenance policies. Also, the research leads to sustainability surge railway’s safety performances from avoiding infrastructure failures problems. As a result, the study reveals that the risk level from infrastructure failures shows at ‘high risk’ level that scored 18 of 32. Therefore, the research provides a practical recommendation to railway authorities to increase the infrastructure’s safety level.
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1 Introduction

Recently, the reduction of railway accident has become a critical development for railway authorities. It leads to provides sustainability development on the rail network. Based on the UIC’s report, the railway accident has been slightly decreased due to high technologies applied to the system [1]. However, an attempt to make zero accident is a challenge to rail authorities.

The railway infrastructure failures have shown an increasing trend to a railway accident based on the collected long-term accident data set. The fraction of infrastructure failures is changed from 4.19% to 5.14% during 2000-2019; moreover, the severity
level of an accident by infrastructure failures have illustrated at a high level. Also, more than 70% of all accident shows as a train derailment.

The research has created two novelty models through the Python programming language. Firstly, the main problem is that railway risk and resilience contain various uncertainties; therefore, the Bayesian method is taken to understand the uncertainties of railway accident and predict probabilities on each type of accident in the future. Then, the risk-based DT model has been provided to evaluate the risk level. This model offers precisely the risk level based on fatalities and injuries rates. This is a direct benefit for railway authorities to provide an effective plan to combat avoidable accidents.

2 Literature reviews

An attempt to reduce railway accidents has occurred across the railway operators and other related sectors. High technologies and new policies have been applied to the railway operation to eliminate all network risks. As a result, the number of railway accident illustrated slightly decreased in some areas. The European Union agency for railways (ERA) reveals an overall number of Europe’s railway accidents that it has been reduced by almost one-third within five years [2]. The evidence can imply that the safety level on the rail network has been successfully improvement. The research deeply studies the causes of railway accidents. We classified them into seven groups including; driver’s error, signalmen’s error, infrastructure failures, improper maintenance, human’s error, natural causes, and contributing factors. Nevertheless, the cause of infrastructure failures has slightly increased. It has changed from 4.19% between 2000-2010 to 5.14% during 2011-2019.

Regarding the railway accident from infrastructure failures, using high technologies and other monitoring techniques can prevent railway accidents [3-4]. Previous studies state that installing technologies can increase safety infrastructure, such as using sensors on the rail network to prevent hazardous events [5-7]. Also, some studies suggest providing effective maintenance to the network [8-9]. However, the failure in railway infrastructure has occurred from climate change. And, it may lead to an unexpected railway accident. Some scholars study on the cold weather impacts on the railway infrastructure in Sweden [10]. The research aims to provide high quality and secure service for winter climate. As a result, the study finds that the weather condition impacts the safety level and suggests improving maintenance condition. Another research also provides a solution to reduce the accident from infrastructure failures. The study stated that installing on a thermoelectric heater to heat rail pads is purposed to maintain railway infrastructure’s condition [11].

With the aims at evaluating risk among railway network, various methods have been taken to develop risk models. Several studies focus on increasing railway performance by using decision tree (DT) methods [12]. Also, the fuzzy logic and Bayes methods are taken to improve the reliability across the railway industry [13-14]. On the other hand, some authors plan to avoid railway accident by providing safety policies [15]. Similarity, other research applies the analytical hierarchy process (AHP), Maximum absolute weighted residual (MAWR), Maximum entropy method (MEM), fault tree analytic
(FTA) and Petri-net (PT) methods [16-19]. Several studies also focus on accident analysis to predict the accident rate from long-term accident data. Researchers provide methods to reduce the accident rate on a freight train for dangerous products [18,20]. These are rarely analysed in the literature about the different damage size on each accident. Also, only a few studies intend with a number of fatalities and injuries passenger. To fill those research gaps, this study examines two novelty models including:

(i) The prediction model based on Bayesian theorem to understanding uncertainty and forecasting future accident.

(ii) The risk-based DT model to evaluate the risk level from the long-term railway accident data sets.

By analysing through both novelty models, the study’s outcomes show a high accuracy risk score; moreover, the research’s prediction model can update real-time information of railway accidents. Those advantages lead to a high-level evaluation of the risk and resilience of the railway infrastructure.

3 Methodology

3.1 Data availability

This study collected railway accidents from official companies, government and rail authorisations’ reports worldwide. Also, the research focuses on passenger train accidents that occurred during 2011 – 2019 [2, 21-22]. The 1,005 appropriately data sets of infrastructure failures, including injuries and fatalities, are provided in this study.

Table 1. The summary of the infrastructure failures’ sub-cause of railway accident

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause of accident</th>
<th>Sub-cause of accident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure failures</td>
<td>Track geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frogs, switches and track appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other ways and structure (bridge/design construction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rail joint bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roadbed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are five main sub-causes of infrastructure failures that are frequently investigated after an accident, as shown in Table 1. The research also classified an effect with train after an accident into three groups including; collision, derailment, and other effects (such as fire, bomb, vandalism).

3.2 An application on the Bayesian network

The Bayesian statistic is a frequently used analytic tool explaining the probability of two events, which relates to prior knowledge. The Bayesian outcome shows a term of
conditional probability. It also can be converted to the likelihood of a single event, as illustrated in equation 1 and 2.

\[
(A | B) = \frac{P(B | A) \cdot P(A)}{P(B)} 
\]

(1)

\[
P(B) = \frac{P(B | A) \cdot P(A)}{P(A | B)} 
\]

(2)

Given ‘A’ is an effect with train after an accident consists of A1 (Collision), A2 (Derailment) and A3 (Other causes). Given ‘B’ is an infrastructure failure that is one of the causes of a railway accident. Therefore, the posterior probability of train derailment (TD) from railway infrastructure failure (IF) is shown in equation 3, and the probability of infrastructure failure is shown in 4 as follows;

\[
P(TD | IF) = \frac{P(IF | TD) \times P(TD)}{P(IF)} 
\]

(3)

\[
P(IF) = \frac{P(IF | TD) \times P(TD)}{P(TD | IF)} 
\]

(4)

The prediction model has created bases on the Bayesian concept through the Python programming language. The causes and effects with a train after an accident are predicted based on the conditional probability through prediction model. The result leads to estimate damage’s size of railway accident by infrastructure failures.
3.3 Research framework

Figure 1 shows a whole research framework. The research collected long-term secondary accident data sets from railway companies, authorities and official report. All the recorded data sets are cleaned and verified. Only the accident data set that occurs from infrastructure failures accidents is taken in the pre-processing stage. Then, the development of the prediction model is provided. In this part, there are two involved with data sets, including; the prior belief and likelihood. At the end of this section, the prediction model at 95% efficiency level has been created.

Next, the prediction model has taken to estimate railway accident rate that happens from infrastructure failures. After that, the novelty risk based-decision tree model has been provided to evaluate the risk level. The model involves injuries and fatalities numbers, and the outcome shows in the range 1-32 that score 1-8 means low risk, score 9-16 means moderate risk, 17-24 means high risk and 25-32 means too high risk.
3.4 Risk prediction model

The risk and resilience of train accident are hard to predict due to it relates to many external factors and contains with uncertainties. This study characterise different aspects of a train after accident into three groups including; collision, derailment and other effects. And, each effect with train after an accident causes differ damage’s size.

Therefore, the risk prediction model has been created to evaluate the future’s railway accident risks. The outcome leads to precisely prevent accidents. Within this case, the prediction model adopts the Bayes’ theory by using two data sets, including prior knowledge and collected data. The novelty prediction model has been developed through Python. This study found that using posterior distribution at 4:4:1 has provided the highest efficiency prediction result. Also, it has been qualified with FRA’s data set at 95% effective level to verify this model’s effect.

Figure 2 shows the comparison on the posterior distribution among train collision, derailment, and other effects with train, and the outcome shows probability at 0.279, 0.651 and 0.070, respectively. The result can interpret that the rail’s infrastructure failures have a high effect on train derailment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>se</th>
<th>bpd_2.5%</th>
<th>bpd_97.5%</th>
<th>mce_mean</th>
<th>mce_sd</th>
<th>esa_mean</th>
<th>esa_sd</th>
<th>esa_bulk</th>
<th>esa_tail</th>
<th>r_hat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collision</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>1301.0</td>
<td>1179.0</td>
<td>1331.0</td>
<td>1161.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derailment</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.508</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1302.0</td>
<td>1302.0</td>
<td>1321.0</td>
<td>1333.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>1938.0</td>
<td>1896.0</td>
<td>1819.0</td>
<td>1225.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 2.** An analysis of railway risk from infrastructure failures

4 Evaluating risk level through DT models

The DT, which is a non-supervised tool, is widely applied to classify complex decision rules [23]. Within this study, the risk-based DT model is provided to evaluate the risk level. Five essential factors of this research consist of fatalities and injuries rate, probabilities of collision (A1), derailment (A2) and other causes (A3). All factors have been placed as a decision node to design a useful decision tree into the complex decision rules.
Regarding the decision nodes, the research places fatalities rate at 12 people per accident, and injuries rate at 66 people per accident as the main decision nodes. With those threshold number has been provided by the average number of global railway accident between 2000 – 2019. Next, A1, A2, and A3’s probabilities are placed as a threshold by comparing with the global average A1, A2 and A3 values. As shown in Figure 3, the outcomes are classified at DT’s leaves into 32 scales of risk levels, which the small number means low risk and large number means high risk.

**Fig. 3.** The created risk-based decision tree framework
5 Result and discussions

The analysis result through the DT model shows that the severity level of infrastructure failures equal to 18, which is at a high-risk level, as shown in Figure 4. Based on the collected data, the accident by infrastructure failures bring an average number of fatalities and injuries at 12 and 66 people per accident. The severity of an accident compared with other causes of the accident is high. Moreover, the posterior probability of other effects is above the global rate. Therefore, all factors turn the risk level of infrastructure failures into ‘high risk’ level.

Our finding on the risk-based DT states that the railway accident by infrastructure failures should not be neglected. Infrastructure is the most important part of the rail network. The infrastructure failures have occurred from many reasons such as poor design, lack of maintenance, global warming, natural disaster, etc. Hence, its defect is possible to show in ‘high risk’ level. This study provides practical recommendations to avoid future railway accidents as follows;

- **Providing an effective maintenance plan:**
  Most of the railway accident by infrastructure failures have occurred from lack of maintenance. As mentioned, attempting to repair outdated infrastructure is a challenge for a civil engineer [24-26]. It is because some of the railway infrastructures have been built since 1800s such as London underground. Moreover, this study finds that an adequate proper maintenance plan is needed to prevent unexpected railway accident.

- **Increase the safety level on the rail track:**
  Due to uncertainty events that can occur during the operation, such as natural disaster, the rail track’s increasing safety level is needed as a critical operation plan. Some issues should be deeply concerned about, such as landslide, drainage flow. Adequate safety and earthwork plans can lead to preventing long-term railway accident.
- **Maintain operational performance:**
As mentioned, the railway accident contains uncertainties, which can be occurred by external factors such as a natural disaster [27-28]. Therefore, the fundamental improvement is to maintain operational performance into normal conditions. In some cases, installing new equipment on rail’s infrastructure is required to re-operate the system. The research recommends the rail authorities to combines high-technologies with an effective schedule maintenance plan. By following these solutions, they should decrease the accident by infrastructure failures.

6 **Conclusion and Future work**

With the dramatical growth of railway infrastructure, the evaluation of the railway’s risk and resilience has played an essential role in maintaining the safety level. Rail authorities have provided various policies to reduce the number of a railway accident. Also, the new technologies, equipment and strategies have been addressed along with the network. However, railway accident contains uncertainties, especially from external factors. Hence, this research generates two new novelty models including; (i) the prediction model that uses for estimating future accident. The model is adopted long-term accident data sets and combined with Bayes’ theorem. The prediction rate is more than 95%. It becomes a direct benefit to rail authorities to precisely prevent an accident. (ii) the risk-based DT model to evaluate risk level that shows severity level of accident. The model uses long-term data to measure the severity level of an accident by infrastructure failures. The result shows the severity level is scored at 18 of 32, which can be interpreted at ‘high risk’. The main conclusion that can be drawn is that the rail accident by infrastructure failures are harmful to a passenger, and it should be eliminated to make the network reach safety level. This study’s prediction model illustrates high accuracy outcomes. The model can also be up-to-date, based on real-time railway accidents. Future research should consider the effect of railway accident by infrastructure more carefully, for example; the study on the maintain to normal conditions. Also, the research relates to high-technologies with rail’s infrastructure to prevent severe natural disasters. These can lead to sustainable development on a rail network.
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